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The ISO/IEC 2382 Information Technology Vocabulary defines interoperability as “the capability to communicate, execute programs, or transfer data among various functional units in a manner that requires the user to
have little or no knowledge of the unique characteristics
of those units.” In a debate on the mailing list of the IEEE
Standard Upper Ontology working group, a more formal
approach to semantic interoperability was advocated: Use
logic in order to guarantee that after data were transmitted
from a sender system to a receiver, all implications made
by one system had to hold and be provable by the other,
and there should be a logical equivalence between those
implications.1
With respect to integration, Uschold and Grüninger
argue that “two agents are semantically integrated if
they can successfully communicate with each other” and
that “successful exchange of information means that the
agents understand each other and there is guaranteed accuracy” [25]. According to Sowa, to integrate two ontologies means to derive a new ontology that facilitates interoperability between systems based on the original ontologies, and he distinguishes three levels of integration [22]:
Alignment—a mapping of concepts and relations to indicate equivalence—, partial compatibility—an alignment
that supports equivalent inferences and computations on
equivalent concepts and relations—, and unification—a
one-to-one alignment of all concepts and relations that allows any inference or computation expressed in one ontology to be mapped to an equivalent inference or computation in the other ontology.
Although these definitions of semantic interoperability
and integration are by no means exhaustive, and despite
the blurred distinction between these two concepts, they
are indicative of two trends: on one hand, we have deliberately abstract and rather ambiguous definitions of what
semantic interoperability and integration could potentially
achieve, but not how to achieve it; and on the other hand,
we have formal and mathematically rigorous approaches,
which allow for the automatisation of the process of establishing semantic interoperability and integration.

Abstract. We discuss current approaches that, for the sake of
automation, provide formal treatments to the problem of semantic interoperability and integration, and we reflect upon the suitability of the Barwise-Seligman theory of information flow as a
candidate for a theoretical framework that favours the analysis
and implementation of semantic interoperability scenarios.
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Introduction

In a large-scale, distributed, and often deregulated environment such as the World Wide Web, systems integration is seen as the viable solution in order to cross organisational and market boundaries and hence enable applications deployment in a wide variety of domains, ranging
from e-commerce to e-Science Grid projects. Although
systems integration has been studied and applied for years
in closed and controlled environments within organisational boundaries and vertical market segments, the situation is quite different in the emergent Semantic Web [17].
One of the ambitious goals of the Semantic Web is for
systems to be able to exchange information and services
with one another in semantically rich and sound ways
[4]. The semantics, being a key aspect of the Semantic
Web, should therefore be exposed, interpreted, and used
to enable services and to support distributed applications.
This means that semantics should be understood, verified against an agreed standard, and used to endorse and
validate reliable information exchange. These high-level
goals were similar to those pursued within the context of
database schema and information integration, where the
problem of semantic heterogeneity among different data
sources had to be tackled [21, 9]. If these goals were
achieved, two systems could be interoperable, moreover,
semantically interoperable.

Semantic Interoperability and Integration
Semantic interoperability and semantic integration are
much contested and fuzzy concepts which have been used
over the past decade in a variety of contexts and works.
As reported in [17], in addition, both terms are often used
indistinctly, and some view these as the same thing.

1 Message thread on the SUO mailing
http://suo.ieee.org/email/msg07542.html
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Formal Approaches to
Semantic Interoperability

ment is classified to a concept symbol if it contains a reference that is relevant to the concept.2 For FCA-Merge, two
concepts are considered equivalent if, and only if, they
classify exactly the same set of documents.

The above definitions also reveal a common denominator,
that of communication. For two systems to interoperate
there must be an established form of communication and
the right means to achieve this efficiently and effectively.
To provide the means for the former, practitioners have
been studying and applying consensual formal representations of domains, like ontologies; these act as the protocol
to which systems have to agree upon in order to establish interoperability. However, there is an ongoing debate
with regard to the later means. The argument goes like
that: Having established a protocol to which communication will be based, i.e., ontologies, what is the best way to
effectively make those semantically interoperable and to
integrate them?
A practical angle of viewing this problem is when we
focus on the notion of equivalence. That is, we would
like to establish some sort of correspondence between
the systems, and subsequently their ontologies, to make
them interoperable and that could be done by reasoning about equivalent constructs of the two ontologies.
However, equivalence is not a formally and consensually
agreed term, neither do we have mechanisms for doing
that. Hence, if we are to provide a formal, languageindependent mechanism of semantic interoperability and
integration, we need to use some formal notion of equivalence. And for a precise approximation to equivalence the
obvious place to look at is Logic.
In this sense first-order logic seems the natural choice:
Among all logics it has a special status due to its expressive power, its natural deductive systems, and its intuitive
model theory based on sets. In first-order logic, equivalence is approximated via the precise model-theoretic
concept of first-order equivalence. This is the usual approach to formal semantic interoperability and integration; see e.g., [3, 5, 16, 25]. In Ciocoiu and Nau’s
treatment of the translation problem between knowledge
sources that have been written in different knowledge representation languages, semantics is specified by means of
a common ontology that is expressive enough to interpret
the concepts in all agents’ ontologies [5]. In that scenario,
two concepts are equivalent if, and only if, they share exactly the same subclass of first-order models of the common ontology.
But this approach has its drawbacks. First, such formal notion of equivalence requires the entire machinery of
first-order model theory, which includes set theory, firstorder structures, interpretation, and satisfaction. This appears to be heavyweight for certain interoperability scenarios. Madhavan et al. define the semantics in terms of
instances in the domain [14]. This is also the case, for
example, in Stumme and Maedche’s ontology merging
method, FCA-Merge [23], where the semantics of a concept symbol is captured through the instances classified to
that symbol. These instances are documents, and a docu-

Menzel makes similar objections to the use of firstorder equivalence and proposes an axiomatic approach
instead, inspired on property theory [24], where entailment and equivalence are not model-theoretically defined,
but axiomatised in a logical language for ontology theory
[15].
Second, since model-theory does not provide proof
mechanisms for checking model equivalence, this has to
be done indirectly via the theories that specify the models. This assumes that the logical theories captured in the
ontologies are complete descriptions of the intended models (Uschold and Grüninger call these verified ontologies
[25]), which will seldom be the case in practice.
Furthermore, Corrêa da Silva at al. have shown situations in which even a common verified ontology is not
enough, for example when a knowledge base whose inference engine is based on linear logic poses a query to a
knowledge base with the same ontology, but whose inference engine is based on relevance logic [6]. The former
should not accept answers as valid if the inference carried
out in order to answer the query was using the contraction
inference rule, which is not allowed in linear logic. Here,
two concepts will be equivalent if, and only if, we can infer exactly the same set of consequences on their distinct
inference engines.
Last, but certainly not least, first-order model theory
was originally devised for mathematics in order to precisely describe the mathematical concepts of truth and
proof. This semantics proved ill-suited for tackling problems which lay outside the scope of the mathematical
realm, such as common-sense reasoning, natural language
processing, or planning. Since the early days of AI, the
community has been exploring several extensions of firstorder logic in order to overcome these shortcomings [8].
But in spite of despising a model-theoretic approach to
semantic interoperability, we want to step back and reflect on the necessity of settling upon a particular understanding of semantics for the sake of formalising and automating semantic interoperability. A careful look at the
several formal approaches to semantic integration mentioned above reveals many different understandings of semantics depending on the interoperability scenario under
consideration. Hence, what we need in order to successfully tackle the problem of semantic interoperability is
not so much a framework that establishes a particular semantic perspective (model-theoretic, property-theoretic,
instance-based, etc.), but instead we need a framework
that successfully captures semantic interoperability despite the different treatments of semantics.
2 This
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is done by means of a linguistic pre-analysis.

An Information-Centred Approach

The flow of information between components in a distributed system is modelled in channel theory by the way
the various IF classifications that represent the vocabulary and context of each component are connected with
each other through infomorphisms. An infomorphism
f = hfˆ, fˇ) : A  B from IF classifications A to B is
a contravariant pair of functions fˆ : typ(A) → typ(B)
and fˇ : tok(B) → tok(A) satisfying the following fundamental property, for each type α ∈ typ(A) and token
b ∈ tok(B):

In this paper we observe that, in order for two systems to
be semantically interoperable (or semantically integrated)
we need to align and map their respective ontologies such
that the information can flow. Consequently, we believe
that a satisfactory formalisation of semantic interoperability can be built upon a mathematical theory capable of
describing under which circumstances information flow
occurs.
Although there is no such theory yet, the most promising effort was initiated by Barwise and Perry with situation semantics [1], which was further developed by Devlin
into a theory of information [7]. Barwise and Seligman’s
channel theory is currently the latest stage of this endeavour [2], in which they propose a mathematical model that
aims at establishing the laws that govern the flow of information. It is a general model that attempts to describe the
information flow in any kind of distributed system, ranging form actual physical systems like a flashlight connecting a bulb to a switch and a battery, to abstract systems
such as a mathematical proof connecting premises and hypothesis with inference steps and conclusions. Barwise
and Seligman’s theory is therefore a good place to start
establishing a foundation for formalising semantic interoperability.
In channel theory, each component of a distributed
systems is represented by an IF classification A =
(tok(A), typ(A), |=A ), consisting of a set of tokens
tok(A), a set of types typ(A) and a classification relation
|=A ⊆ tok(A) × typ(A) that classifies tokens to types.3
It is a very simple mathematical structure that effectively
captures the local syntax and semantics of a community
for the purpose of semantic interoperability.
For the problem of semantic interoperability that concerns us here the components of the distributed systems
are the ontologies of the communities that desire to communicate. We model them as IF classification, such that
the syntactic expressions that a community uses to communicate constitute the types of the IF classification, and
the meaning that these expressions take within the context
of the community are represented by the way tokens are
classified to types. Hence, the semantics is characterised
by what we choose to be the tokens of the IF classification, and depending on the particular semantic interoperability scenario we want to model, types, tokens, and its
classification relation will vary. For example, in FCAMerge [23], types are concept symbols and tokens particular documents, while in Ciocoiu and Nau’s scenario
[5] types are expressions of knowledge representation languages and tokens are first-order structures. The crucial
point is that the semantics of the interoperability scenario
crucially depends on our choice of types, tokens and their
classification relation for each community.
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A distributed IF system A consists then of an indexed
family cla(A) = {Ai }i∈I of IF classifications together
with a set inf (A) of infomorphisms all having both domain and codomain in cla(A).
A basic construct of channel theory is that of an
IF channel—two IF classifications A and B connected
through a core IF classification C via two infomorphisms
f and g:
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This basic construct captures the information flow between components A and B. Crucial in Barwise and
Seligman’s model is that it is the particular tokens that
carry information and that information flow crucially involves both types and tokens.
In fact, as we shall see next, our approach uses this
model to approximate the intuitive notion of equivalence
necessary for achieving semantic interoperability with the
precise notion of a type equivalence that is supported by
the connection of tokens from A with tokens from B
through the tokens of the core IF classification C. This
provides us with the general framework of semantic interoperability we are after, one that accommodates different understandings of semantics—depending on the particularities of the interoperability scenario—whilst retaining the core aspect that will allow communication among
communities: a connection through their semantic tokens.

3

3 We are using the prefix ‘IF’ (information flow) in front of some
channel-theoretic constructions to distinguish them from their usual
meaning.

Semantic Interoperability via
Information Channels

The key channel-theoretic construct we are going to exploit in order to outline our formal framework for seman3

tic interoperability is that of a distributed IF logic. This
is the logic that represents the information flow occurring
in a distributed system. In particular we will be interested
in a restriction of this logic to the language of those communities we are attempting to integrate. As we proceed,
we will hint at the intuitions lying behind the channeltheoretical notions we are going to use; for a more indepth understanding of channel theory we point the interested reader to [2].

The IF theory we are after in order to capture the semantic interoperability between communities A1 and A2
is an IF theory on the union of types typ(A1 ) ∪ typ(A2 )
that respects the local IF classification systems of each
community—the meaning each community attaches to its
expressions—but also interrelates types whenever there is
a similar semantic pattern, i.e., a similar way communities classify related tokens. That is the type language we
speak in a semantic interoperability scenario, because we
want to know when type α of one component corresponds
to a type β of another component. In such an IF theory a
sequent like α ` β, with α ∈ typ(A1 ) and β ∈ typ(A2 ),
would represent an implication of types among communities that is in accordance to how the tokens of different
communities are connected between each other. Hence,
a constraint α ` β will represent that every α is a β, together with a constraint β ` α we obtain type equivalence.
Putting the idea of an IF classification with that
of an IF theory together we get an IF logic L =
htok(L), typ(L), |=L , `L , NL i. It consists of an IF classification cla(L) = htok(L), typ(L), |=L i, a regular IF theory th(L) = htyp(L), `L i and a subset of NL ⊆ tok(L)
of normal tokens, which satisfy all the constraints of
th(L); a token a ∈ tok(L) satisfies a constraint Γ ` ∆
of th(L) if, when a is of all types in Γ, a is of some type
in ∆. An IF logic L is sound if NL = tok(L).

IF Theory and Logic
Suppose two communities A1 and A2 need to interoperate, but are using different ontologies in different ontologies. To have them semantically interoperating will mean
to know the semantic relationship in which they stand to
each other. In terms of the channel-theoretic context, this
means to know an IF theory that describes how the different types from A1 and A2 are logically related to each
other.
Channel theory has been developed based on the understanding that information flow results from regularities
in a distributed system, and that it is by virtue of regularities among the connections that information of some
components of a system carries information of other components. These regularities are implicit in the representation of the systems’ components and its connections as IF
classifications and infomorphisms, but, in order to derive
a notion of equivalence on the type-level of the system we
need to capture this regularity in a logical fashion. This is
achieved with IF theories and IF logics in channel theory.
An IF theory T = htyp(T ), `i consists of a set typ(T )
of types, and a binary relation ` between subsets of
typ(T ). Pairs hΓ, ∆i of subsets of typ(T ) are called sequents. If Γ ` ∆, for Γ, ∆ ⊆ typ(T ), then the sequent
Γ ` ∆ is called a constraint. T is regular if for all
α ∈ typ(T ) and all sets Γ, Γ0 , ∆, ∆0 , Σ0 , Σ0 , Σ1 of types:

Distributed IF Logic
The sought after IF theory is the IF theory of the distributed IF logic of an IF channel
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that represents the information flow between A1 and A2 .
This channel can either be stated directly, or indirectly by
some sort of partial alignment of A1 and A2 .
The logic we are after is the one we get from moving a
logic on the core C of the channel to the sum of components A1 + A2 : The IF theory will be induced at the core
of the channel; this is crucial. The distributed IF logic is
the inverse image of the IF logic at the core.
Given an infomorphism f : A  B and an IF logic
L on B, the inverse image f −1 [L] of L under f is the IF
logic on A, whose theory is such that Γ ` ∆ is a constraint of th(f −1 [L]) iff fˆ[Γ] ` fˆ[∆] is a constraint of
th(L), and whose normal tokens are Nf −1 [L] = {a ∈
tok(A) | a = fˇ(b) for some b ∈ NL }. If fˇ is surjective
on tokens and L is sound, then f −1 [L] is sound.
The type and tokens system at the core and the IF classification of tokens to types will determine the IF logic
at this core. We usually take the natural IF logic as the
IF logic of the core, which is the IF logic Log(C) generated from an IF classification C, and has as classification
C, as regular theory the theory whose constraints are the
sequents satisfied by all tokens, and whose tokens are all

1. Identity: α ` α
2. Weakening: If Γ ` ∆, then Γ, Γ0 ` ∆, ∆0
3. Global Cut: If Γ, Σ0 ` ∆, Σ1 for each partition
hΣ0 , Σ1 i of Σ0 , then Γ ` ∆.4
Regularity arises from the observation that, given any
classification of tokens to types, the set of all sequents
that are satisfied5 by all tokens always fulfil these three
properties. In addition, given a regular IF theory T we
can generate a classification Cla(T ) that captures the regularity specified in its constraints. Its tokens are partitions
hΓ, ∆i of typ(T ) that are not constraints of T , and types
are the types of T , such that hΓ, ∆i |=Cla(T ) α iff α ∈ Γ.6
4 A partition of Σ0 is a pair hΣ , Σ i of subsets of Σ0 , such that
0
1
Σ0 ∪ Σ1 = Σ0 and Σ0 ∩ Σ1 = ∅; Σ0 and Σ1 may themselves be
empty (hence it is actually a quasi-partition).
5 Defined further below.
6 These tokens may not seem obvious, but these sequents code the
content of the classification table: The left-hand sides of the these sequents indicate which to which types they are classified, while the righthand sides indicate to which they are not.
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normal. This seems natural, and is also what happens in
the various interoperability scenarios we have been investigating.
Given an IF channel C = {f1,2 : A1,2  C} and
an IF logic L on its core C, the distributed IF logic
DLogC (L) is the inverse image of L under the sum infomorphisms f1 + f2 : A1 + A2  C. This sum is
defined as follows: A1 +A2 has as set of tokens the Cartesian product of tok(A1 ) and tok(A2 ) and as set of types
the disjoint union of typ(A1 ) and typ(A2 ), such that for
α ∈ typ(A1 ) and β ∈ typ(A2 ), ha, bi |=A1 +A2 α
iff a |=A1 α, and ha, bi |=A1 +A2 β iff b |=A2 β.
Given two infomorphisms f1,2 : A1,2  C, the sum
f1 + f2 : A1 + A2  C is defined by (f1 + f2 )ˆ(α) =
fi (α) if α ∈ Ai and (f1 + f2 )ˇ(c) = hfˇ1 (c), fˇ2 (c)i, for
c ∈ tok(C).
It is interesting to note that since the distributed IF
logic is an inverse image, soundness is not guaranteed [2],
which means that the semantic interoperability is not reliable in general. Even if α a` β in the IF logic, there
might be tokens (instances, situations, models, possible
worlds) of the respective components for which this is
not the case. Reliable information flow is only achieved
for tokens that are connected through the core. The way
in which infomorphisms from components to the core
are defined in an interoperability scenario is crucial. If
these infomorphisms are surjective on tokens, then the
distributed IF logic will preserve the soundness of the
IF logic of the core. Proving the token-surjectiveness is
hence a necessary task in order to guarantee reliable semantic interoperability.
In this sense, in Stumme and Maedche’s FCAMerge scenario [23] reliable semantic interoperability is
achieved, because tokens are shared among communities, and hence all infomorphisms have the identity as its
token-level function, which is obviously surjective. But
this is not the case in Ciocoiu and Nau’s treatment of
knowledge source translation [5], where reliable semantic interoperability is only achieved when sticking to firstorder models of the common ontology, which play the role
of tokens of the core of an IF channel, that connect the
models of the various knowledge sources.

4. We distribute the IF logic to the sum of community IF classifications to obtain the IF theory that describes the desired semantic interoperability.
These steps illustrate a theoretical framework and need
not to correspond to actual engineering steps; but, since
any effort to automatise semantic interoperability will
need to be based to some extend on a formal theory of
semantic interoperability, we claim that a sensible implementation of semantic interoperability can be achieved
following this framework. In the next section we describe
how this information-centred approach has been applied
to various realistic interoperability scenarios.

4

Explorations and Applications

A significant effort to develop an information-centred
framework around the issues of organising and relating
ontologies is Kent’s Information Flow Framework (IFF)
[11, 13]. IFF uses channel theory in that it exploits the
central distinction between types and tokens, in order to
formally describe the stability and dynamism of conceptual knowledge organisation. Kent also describes a theoretical two-step process that determines the core ontology of community connections capturing the organisation
of conceptual knowledge across communities. The process starts from the assumption that the common generic
ontology is specified as an IF theory and that the several
participating community ontologies extend the common
generic ontology according to theory interpretations, and
consists of the following steps: A lifting step from IF theories to IF logics that incorporates instances into the picture (proper instances for the community ontologies, and
so called formal instances for the generic ontology); a fusion step where the IF logics of community ontologies are
linked through a core ontology of community connections,
which depends on how instances are linked through the
concepts of the common generic ontology. IFF is currently further developed by the IEEE Standard Upper Ontology working group as a meta-level foundation for the
development of upper ontologies [12].
Very close in spirit and in the mathematical foundaFour Steps Towards Semantic Interoperability tions of IFF, Schorlemmer studied the intrinsic duality of
To summarise, in order to achieve the semantic interop- channel-theoretic constructions, and gave a precise forerability we desire, for each scenario we will need to go malisation to the notions of knowledge sharing scenario
and knowledge sharing system [19]. He used the catethrough the following four steps:
gorical constructions of Chu spaces [18] in order to pre1. We define the various contexts of each community by cisely pin down some of the reasons why ontologies turn
means of a distributed IF system of IF classifications. out to be insufficient in certain scenarios where a com2. We define an IF channel—its core and infomor- mon verified ontology is not enough for knowledge sharphisms—connecting the IF classifications of the var- ing [6]. His central argument is that formal analysis of
knowledge sharing and ontology mapping has to take a
ious communities.
duality between syntactic types (concept names, logical
3. We define an IF logic on the core IF classification of sentences, logical sequents) and particular situations (inthe IF channel that represents the information flow stances, models, semantics of inference rules) into acbetween communities.
count.
5
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